Effect of manganese and manganese plus noise on auditory function and cochlear structures.
The degenerative actions of Mn caused by persistent exposure to high atmospheric levels not only provokes irreversible damage to the CNS with symptoms comparable to that of Parkinson's disease but also may have deleterious consequences to other organs including the auditory system. The putative deleterious consequences of prolonged Mn overexposure on hearing, however, is confounded by the fact that chronically-exposed individuals often work in high noise environments where noise by itself is known to cause hearing loss. Thus, the question as to whether Mn alone is actually ototoxic and whether exposure to Mn when combined with noise increases the risk of hearing loss and cochlear pathology has never been examined. To examine whether noise effects Mn ototoxicity, we exposed rats to a moderate dose of Mn (10mg MnCl2/liter water) alone, a high level of noise (octave band noise, 8-16kHz, presented at 90dB SPL for 8h/d) alone or the combination of Mn plus noise and measured the changes in auditory function and the cochlear histopathologies. Results of these studies, based on various measures of hearing including histological examination of cochlear tissue suggest that noise alone produced significant hearing deficits whereas semi-chronic exposure to moderate levels of Mn in drinking water for 90days either in the presence or absence of noise had, at best, only a minor effect on hearing.